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I.  HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

A.  Theoretical Program

1.  Topics in Current Algebra and Saturation (S. Gasiorowicz)

The question of whether an infinite particle spectrum

(as might result from straight line Regge trajectories) in

the s-channel could lead to the proper analyticity properties

of a scattering amplitude in the t-channel (e.g. f-pole, cut

starting at 4m2) was investigated.  It was found that this

was possible provided (i) the mass, m(J), increased to in-

finity with J, the angular momentum, and (ii) the coupling

of the particle J to the incident particles (two pions in

this calculation) decreased exponentially with J.  The same
/

question was raised in connection with the pion form factor '

F (t) as expressed by the Fubini sum rule, and the same
IT

results were found.  It turned out, however, that the super-

convergence relation  in  'Ir- f scattering could  not as easily

s, ..·., ,be .satisfied, sinceat least two families of particles' (to ·  "

provide acancellation)  had  to be inserted. This work was

not published at this stage, since we could not convince
9

ourselves that even if the resonances could be used to. saturate

an angular momentum state, the coupling constant was really

related to the partial width of that resonance.

..
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A formula was derived for the calculation of the ampli-

tude for the emission of an arbitrary number of soft pions

accompanying some process described by the matrix element

<A| j (x)|B >. The formula for the process <A . .7T I j (x)   B , 71-1  nt

is given by

_22   .                             C H              L H
aM :- 3- -<Ale jix,e- 18>11=,

(Ot'

where/
--      ..                 H  -   -  C 27 f3/2   r. -t o,     Ft.tr         .   4           5      .

This formula does not include the G terms which arise when

all pions are "contracted" simultaneously, and to that ex-

tent it is not as general as one would like it to be. Al-

though the presence of 4 terms is not yet settled, further

work.on this problem is required.

The method of Das et al. (Phys. Rev. Letters, 18,

759 (1967)) was applied to the calculation of the K+-K'

mass difference. It was found that there was room for the

2    2
deviation from the naive result Bm =bm in the presence of

K        'Ir

6 terms, which can occur for the K problem and not for the

pion calculation. It was not possible to make any statement

about the magnitude of the correction.
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2.  Problems in Current Algebra (D. A. Geffen)

The author continued his study of the application of

current algebra and PCAC to physical processes.  In parti-

cular the problem of vertex functions defined by products

+
of· vector and axial vector currents, dominated by 1-, 1 ,

0-, and 0  mesons (i.e. .f   , A, 71-, K mesons) has been in-

vestigated, as well as the problem of the soft pion approach

to   71+371-.

In the case of the former problem, work was completed
.....,,   1   C    :    -.  . ,  '  .   -i,1

relating  the Af 71- couplings  to the Kawarabayashi -Suzuki

relation for  7rn- and to the Weinberg sum rule for the mass

of the A meson. Solutions for the AfT couplings are found

consistent with these sum rules and consistent with the

observed small upper limits  on  the  A-*f +7T widths. In the

procees, however, the basis for both the Kawarabayashi

Suzuki and the Weinberg sum rule is considerably undermined    I

so that the properties (as well as very existence) of the A

meson ip still very much in doubt. The Kawarabayashi - Suzuki

relation, satisfied approximately experimentally, becomes

somewhat of a mystery and could possibly be of considerable

significance in understanding the physical representation

of the SU(2)xSU(2) current algebra. A summary of these

results will appear in the Physical Review Letters.
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The soft pion approach to 70371- has been examined to see

if the physical decay process could be understood in.terms of

a linear expansion of the matrix element in the three pion

momenta for the more general case when total momentum is not

conserved. Following the suggestion of Lowell Brow n, mentioned

in the recent letter to the Physical Review by Bardeen, Brown,

Lee,  and  Nieh  ,  the pole terms associated with the 7437T

transition are treated explicitly, expanding the residue in

, .  the pion momenta. ·   We  find a ,solution  with  the  same  form  as
I /

obtained·by·Bardeen et. al. for momentum conserved, but of a

magnitude (in the.amplitude) at least a factor of 1/4 smaller

than that obtained by these authors. Our conclusion is that

the soft pion approach is not relevant to the
7 -* 3.Ir decay

i

r       ·.. ii..l   ..    ,

i  , '·  ·2 A·.and:the-:relatively large branching ratio  for this decay mode

is still without a verified explanation.

' .,

3.  Applications of Coulomb Green's Functions to Neutron

Transfer Reactions and to Quantum Electrodynamics

(L. Hostler)

t            The application of closed form expressions for Coulomb

Green's functions ·(L. Hostler,  J.·Math. Phys . 5, 591)(1964))

to·the problem of neutron transfer'reactions was considered.'

. ,  The possibility.of improving on: a previous'·work. 6f Greider



(K. R. Greider, Phys. Rev. 133, B1483) (1964)) by using the

exact expression for the Coulomb T-matrix' (unknown to Greider

at the time of his work) was investigated.

Also, the application of the closed form expressions

for Coulomb Green's functions to the improvement of the

balculation of the Lamb shift in quantum electrodynamics

was' investigated.

The above work is still in.progress.                     1

.4.  Existence of Scalar. Lie Fields (J. Lowensteih)

   ..  ,  «  .·        . , .       ·   · In. 19.64,   D.·  W.  Robintn tlaimed  to :ha ve  proyed Ithat  1.the

       ,      :exiJs.t«„6„ lof -1 al.- i«,lar- *i«id    (I"Lie  -f,i«-ldl")1 1.AC ,)11 11 «ftilsfying':

+'      coinrn'utatllon·telations','·1··'    I ' r..  1·...  ·

i  l--A  (x),   A ty)J=  -EL.  CY-9 ).ty'l  .cl  2-  C  (x, 9,·46)  A  C· )     -3

is precluded by the essentially algebraic requirements of

inhomogeneous Lorentz invariance and macroscopic locality.

Here, it is shown that this is not the case. A partial

classification of the possible algebraic Lie field structures

is presented, and a number of simple examples are given.

/
--

--
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5.  Crossing Relations for Center-of-Mass Helicity Amplitudes

(J. Lowenstein)                       '

The crossing relations for the center-of-mass helicity

amplitudes describing the scattering processes

i.            .,                        A t B+A t B, (direct procuss)

A «+  A » B + B, ; (crossed process)

were derived using a generalization bf·,the method traditionally

.'  employed' in  the.  case.where both.A and  B are scalar particles.    'I

The drgumentlwas carried through  irirthe:cases..·where,(i)   A .and

B.: B
both  hdve  nonpe. 6  masses,   and:(ii'Y  A  has  zoro:m ssi  I.B  ha · ,''I' ·S. ·-   ,

1

1       -- 111-11-1 '--1 1- -11».»ler.1 -Imits:  11-11»111'eometrilcall'»Iterp'·fat-ion»'111'he-1.-any-sheeted analytic  structure  of  the- amplitudes  was  obtained;f         ·.· ·:z r

and a simple explanation was ·found for the fact that the

crossing matrices represent real rotations.

6.  Current Commutators and Sum Rules (J. Meyer)

The commutators of current densities and sum rules which

can be derived from them have been studied during the last

year. Using the equal time commutators for the isovector

current densities five sum rules involving the nucleon form

factors 'were derived by considering the Fourier transform

of the retarded-Oommutator of the currents evaluated be-

tween nucleon states of non-equal  mome nta following   a  pro-

- cedure introduced by Fubini.  This procedure .leads to sum
---..g..
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rules that contain not on19 the mass of the external vector

particles, but also the momentum transfer, which gives new

sum rules and generalizes previous sum rules.

7.  Equal-Time Commutation Relations of the Iso-Vector

    Current Densities (J. Meyer and H. Suura)

The one-particle matrix elements of the local equal-

time commutators of the iso-vector currents were derived by

applying the Dyson representation to the causal parts of the

invariant absorptive parts. Assuming the equal-time commu-

tation relation between the total charge and charge density

and also assuming certain asymptotic limits for the Dyson

spectral function, the local equal-time commutation relations

between various components of the currents were generated.

It was shown that for a reasonable asymptotic behavior of

the spectral function the charge-space component has no

anti-symmetric (in isospin) Schwinger terms, but involves

two pobsible q-number symmetric Schwinger terms, and that

the space-space components can have no anti-symmetric Schi-

winger terms. It was shown that as the asymptotic behavior

of the spectral function becomes worse, the equal-time

commutation relations can no longer be defined uniquely.
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8.  Sum Rules Based on Causality (J. Meyer·and H. Suura)

The Fourier Transform of one particle matrix element

of any commutator of two local operators, say A(q), satisfies

the Dyson representation according to which we have

f=  Acl)  4%,     o 3

-09

. assuming the Dyson spectral function vanishes at the in-

finite. end of the spectrum. Considering A(q) as a function

of  A =q2, and energy )/*=;. q and taking the limit   131+ co,   we

obtain sum rules

C 60

J        6.Agg     -2-     /1       CA,  9) =
0

»        A  ( - % ) = -A C T)3X          ,
0

and

( 00

jl         d v     /1   C  1,  v)             0                                  Py         A  ( -f)   =   A  ( $3
0

The above formulation is applied to the commutator of the

isovector currents and sum rules involving electroproduction

cross sections were derived. Narrow resonance approximation

was also discussed.

,
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9.  Neutron-Protron Mass Difference (L. M. Simmons, Jr.)

* .There ·has been a resurgence of interest in the calcu-

lation of the electromagnetic mass splitting of the neutron-

proton. One of the recent approaches (Fried and Truong,
4

Phys.' Rev. Letters 16, 559 (1966)) was studied with a view

toward improving the calculation. The Fried-Truong calcula-

tion depends upon extracting from the dispersion relation
.,

'.6.

for the renormalized nucleon propagator (see Ida, Phys. Rev.

1365 81767 (1964)) an integral expression for the mass renormali-

zation.. When · the elecgromagnetic· interaction is switched on, <

    ' the difference of the two resulting ·expressions yields m -·m  .
... , . P     n.

1,  ..··     ··.    Under  'a  number: .of: assumption.s··and :approximationsi.Fried  ·and           .:
'.

1{:,f"   '  Truon ·were: able·.to,obtain '.mE:<m . , The following' ·aspects·'..of·   ' ;..'

..'this :calculation..are. under·  inves.tigation:·'    (·a)...The :c'alculation

requires·a.knowledge of ·the:nucleon vertex fun'ction r, for·' ,    r .  , i.' 

which Fried and Truong made a drastic approximation. An im-

provement requires a knowledge of 71-N phase shifts in the

11
I= -  J= - states or a dynamical calculation, probably2'      2

involving coupled channels. (b) The spectral functions in

the dispersion relation for the propagator were approximated

by  using  only 7TN intermediate states. This is almost surely
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.,  ·:              62badeap/roximatioh  andi improvement.  again  lead,1 39.11„ 'coupled-  .,            =
channel situation. · (c) The critical assumption was made that

the propagator possesses no CDD zeros.  It is known that

" inelastic" contributions to scattering amplitudes  can  pro-

duce a CDD pole. The assumption of no CDD zeros in the

nucleon propagator must .be re-examined in the coupled channel

case.

10. Pionic Form Factor of the Nucleon (L. M. Simmons, Jr.)

AIl previous calculations of the pionic form factor

of the nucleon have been single channel in nature. If the

mass of one of the nucleons is taken as the dispersion variable,

the lowest intermediate states are the KN P -S partial11 11

waves. These are known to be highly inelastic, so that the
,-

"elastic" approximation is almost certainly poor. Work is

in progress on a model calculatidn employing a second coupled

channel. Since coupling to the uN channel is known to produce

sensible results in the ,7TN channel, a coupled channel -approach

'           employing  7TN,    0- N holds some promise.

11. Radiative Correbtions  to   -Decays (H. Suura)

Thd logarithmically divergent part of the electro-

magnetic radiative corrections to the pion  -decay was
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I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            /

evaluated to second brder in the electromagnetic coupling

€ , but to all orders in the strong·interaction. ,The cal-

culation, independent of specific models of the strong inter-

action, was made by use of the Dyson·representation for the

-.,,<absorptive parts of matrix elements. The radiative correcti6n

to the axial-vector currents contributes a correction to the

vector current, the divergent part of which is determined

by the equil-time commutation relation (ETCR) of the. spacial

components of the vector and axial-vector currents. This

ETCR can be chosen in such a way that the divergence from

the axial-vector current cancels that from the vector current,·

so that the. radiative correction is now finite.  Models which

satisfy. this particular ETCR are found. ·In these models,.the

isospin. is:carried.by. a fermion doublet, with charge (0,-e)

 '      and  the  •11-·      1-decay  ·is- due  to·  .the.   '-dec'ay bf .negatively charged  ·.
,

I '

 

,,'  ·    :.,··           member.of.·;the doublet·. RadiatiVe .. cdrrection'  to ..the  vector··     '·  i     .    ..

:....       .i'f ...          '..'..:.:...cfirrent. I  ih;:any·-v.·pl-decay  ·is..  shown..to ·be.:'finit.e':.in',:these        , f': ..   ....         .     ..,

m o d e l s.

*
12. SU(3) Symmetry Breaking in the Y  (1405) Couplings

(C. Weil)

We have found   that a large violation of naive  SU(3)
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symmetry is implied by an interpretation of low energy

KN scattering data. The I=0 scattering length requires

-                        *
several times larger KN coupling to the Y  (1405) resonance

than that derived from its I?T decay width on the basis of

a singlet SU(3) assignment for the resonance.

We suggested two ways of understanding this experimental

result. The first approach uses a vector meson exchange

potential inserted in a four-channel semi-relativistic

Schroedinger equation.  The potential has a 6-shell space

dependence, which makes the numerical solution relatively

easy.

The second approach used the current-algebra techniques

with the partially-conserved-axial-currents (PCAC) hypothesis.

A alm  rule was obtained, which was approximated  by a single

particle contribution, consistent with the group theoretical

limit.

Both approaches relate the symmetry breaking to the mass

splitting in the 0- octet of mesons, the 1/2+ baryon octet,

*
and the mass of the Y The numbers obtained are smaller

0

than those found from experiment but sufficiently large to

indicate that the dynamics involved may be right. The in-

teresting result is that an ordinary admixture of the two
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*
octet representations included  in 8@8  into the SU (3)  Y   (1405)

singlet gives rise to order of magnitude effects due to the

positioning of the masses involved.
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B.  Experimental Program

(R. Chase, H. Courant, E. Marquit, K. Ruddick)

Equipment

The equipment for bubble chamber photograph analysis

now in use consists of

one Hermes Junior precision film reader

two Image Plane Measuring tables

two rented IBM type 526 summary card punches

three Scanning projectors

In addition the spark chamber group has acquired a

stock of phototubes, bases, power supplies, counting and

logic circuitry, as well as a certain amount of test circuitry.

General Status

The effort in the bubble chamber analysis project has

been directed toward:

a)  The adapting of computer programs to utilize the

University's C.D C. 6600, and to prepare for the

analysis of the film which will become available

when the ZGS exposures are carried out (ref. E-138,

E-139, and P-141 of the Z.G.S. schedule)

b)  Continuation of the K +P analysis (see no. 1)

c)  Scanning and measuring of film on loan from the

University of Michigan (See no. 3)

The spark chamber project continues in preparation for
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a Z.G.S. exposure (E-140 of the· Z.G.S. schedule)
.t

Experiments

1)  Elastic Scattering of K -Mesons in Hydrogen

·: i ""·,- .:'.,:.  i. :a t 802 MeV/c

The University of Minnesota is working.on a joint

project with Pisa, Italy, to study the reaction K-+P+K-+P

x at 10 different momenta from 594 to 820 Mev/c using bubble

chamber pictures taken in the 30" hydrogen bubble chamber

at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

The greatest problem in accumulating events for

statistical analysis is the differentiation between K  and

F scattering. There is· a large 7T contamination in the

nominal K· beam, there being roughly the ame number of ·nO's    c

a s.K   's.

The momenta. currently being·analyzed at University.of      '·:

   '    ....2;     Minnesota.'are. 802  and  594  Mev/c.

          'J ,.Most -of  the'' data pi»cessingIh6.s been completed.   ForIall'-1.1.. .1, .11,

events except those still  to be.' remeasured we have computed

the probabilities and values of Chi squared resulting from
-     -

satisfying various hypotheses including K +P#K +P and

TE+ +Pt Tftp  .
-       -

Because of the kidematical similarity between K  and ·n-

scattering there are many events for which the Chi squared
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probabilities for the two possible processes are similar,

making absolute identification of the process difficult.

In such cases the bubble density of the beam track

is measured  and a comparison is made  with the bubble

density of tracks which have been identified: The bubble

density evaluation is performed using equipment at Argonne

National Laboratory.

When the bubble ·density determination is completed,

we expect to be able to make the final calculation of the

cross section.

2)  Interations of 2.3 GeV/c 71- Mesons in Deuterium

In collaboration with F. Oppenheimer of the University

of  Colorado  we are studying interaction  of  2.3 GeV/c 7r-mesons

in deuterium (72" Alvarez chamber) . The measurements are

essentially completed (only some. remeasurements .remain) . The

results of this experiment are now being analyzed.

+:       3)  Interactions of 3.65·GeV/c T mesons in Deuterium.

+
Scanning. and measurement of three prong F +d interactions

at 3.65 GeV/'c in the 20" BNL chamber (25000 pictures) is now

in progress.  The. four prong events in this.film have already

f; '·''·.'.,   i,been.measured at the University of Michigan.  It is expected     '

that the statistics on the H meson will be tripled. (The

strongest evidence of the H meson comes from this exposure).

1
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'An additional 100,000 pictures for this study has been

approved and scheduled at Argonne in the MURA chamber.

Tantalum plates will be placed in the chamber to convert

. the  gammas  from  the 7T' decays  in an attempt to decrease ·

background from spurious kinematical fits and to improve

the resolution.

4)  Large Angle Proton-Proton Scattering

The latter part of 1966 was spent in collaborating

with a group from the University of Michigan measuring the

differential cross-section for elastic scattering of high-

0
energy protons scattered from protons at 90 center of mass

angle. Measurements were made at a large number of incident

momenta of the external proton beam at the zero gradient

Synchrotron, Argonne, whose high intensity enabled precise

data to be obtained. The data show.a marked structure, not

previously observed, and which have been interpreted in
//

numerous ways, most obviously in terms of structure within

the proton.

Projects

The experimental high energy physics group of the

University of Minnesota has several proposed experiments in

preparati6n.
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1)  E-139 (approved by the ANL Program Committee)

entitled, P Interactions in Freon

Preparation for the forthcoming exposure of slow anti-

· protons in freon in. the Michigan Heavy Liquid Chamber have

, lardely involved beam transport problems  at  the  ZGS.    At  our

request some modifications have been made to the  beam and

we do not anticipate further problems of this nature.

Other work in connection with this experiment involves

the preparation of computer programs for this chamber. We

are working closely with the University of Michigan group

on these problems.

2)  E-218 (approved) entitled, T +d at 3.65 GeV/c E    13«2

This exposure is a continuation of experiment no. 3

in this report.

3)  E-140 (approved) entitled, Large Angle Charge Ex-

change Scattering and Neutral Boson Resonance

Production

This spark chamber experiment has been prepared, to be

run at the Z.G S. in late 1967, to measure pion-nucleon

charge exchange scattering at large momentum transfers. This

will provide a study of possible baryon-exchange processes.

At the same time, data will be obtained on large angle production.
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of neutral boson resonances which decay into two charged

pions. This will give valuable information on the decay of

the nucleon isobars to a nucleon in association with such

resonances. The spark chambers, scintillation counters,

electronics-logic, and associated apparatus are in an ad-

vanced stage of.preparation.

4)  P-141 (Proposal under consideration by the ANL

Program.Committee) entitled, K-*P+Y  (170Q

This exposure will be undertaken in collaboration with
.., /

/.

.r.      .,,  . 'groups from the Uni,vers·ity of "Michigan and from ANL.  'The  "

apportioning of the data is presently being discussed between

the collaborating groups.

4             5) An experiment at PPA utilizing the 14" rapid-cycling

deuterium bubble chamber in conjunction with an array of

+
counters entitled  7r '+d Interactions  Near  2GeV.

The University of Minnesota experimental high energy

physics group is planning to collaborate with a group from the

Univers ity.of Wisconsin  in this experiment . At present the pre-.

paration.for this · exposure are.at an early. stage.

I . ./ '.' ' '
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II. Nuclear Physics

A.  Theoretical Program

1.  0 -Particle Binding Energy  by the Cluster Expansion Method

(Iraj Afnan)

We have used the method of cluster expansion, developed

by N. G. Van Kampen, to evaluate the binding energy of the

d·-particle. A trial wave function of the form

f = # TE f (5}
l< j

has been used, where * is a Slater determinant of single

· particle wave functions, and f(r. .) is a correlation
1J

function with the behavior that

f (r)   »  ·  1,     r  ->  a.:

f (r)=0 ,  r.  rc

'. .t    . r. ...'. ·;..:with'.rc beirig the hard-core radius. Using the above trial

wave function and a central two-body interaction with a

1
, hard-cpre that describes the low energy data and p-p  SO

phase shift up to 300 MeV, the binding energy is calculated.

Preliminary result with five variational parameters

in the,trial wave function indicate that the binding energy

.obtained, taking into consideration of, all terms  up to three

t.              ..,
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cluster term, is 29.6 MeV which should be compared with

the value of 30.2 MeV obtained previously by Monte-Carlo

calculation.

2.  (pifi) Reactions·-in Light Deformed Nuclei (Iraj Afnan

and  B.   Bayean)

A computer program has been written that evaluates

the form factor for (p,oi ) reactions by picking two neutrons
//

and one proton from Nilsson orbits.  The interaction is

taken to be a zero range interaction between the incident

proton and the center of mass of the three picked up

nucleons.  Using this form factor and the DWBA code SMITH

27 24 20 17' we have studied the reactions Al (p,oe)Mg and  Ne      (p,N) F

at 40 MeV prot6n energy.

- 27 24In the reaction Al (p,d) Mg  , we have looked at the

relative cross section to the 07 ground state and the first

24 As-(2+) 0
2  state in Mg     The experimental ratio -  at e=20

dig- c e·+3                                                                            1

is approximately 3.2, while the preliminary results indicate

that the calculated ratio obtained by mixing the 1/2+ rota-

tional band into the ground state 5/2+ rotational band is.

:32.5.  The fit to the experimental angular distribution is

relatively poor.  However, we get the same angular distri-

»-I-
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bution for the 0+ and 2+ cases, which is the case experi-

mentally.

20      17In the reaction Ne (P,d)F  , we looked at the 1/2+

17
and 1/2- states in F The experimental angular distri-

bution for these two states was the same. To obtain the

17
same angular distribution for the 1/2+ and 1/2- in F

we found that the 1/2- has to be taken as a linear combina-

tion of 2 particle -1 hole and 4 particle -3 hole states.

In this case too, the fit of the calculated angular dis-

tribution to the experimental angular distribution was

-poor.· We think  that  the poor angular distribution  is  due

to a lack of good W- particle. optical potential parameters.

We are planning to extend this study to other nuclei

in the 2s-ld shell, and at the same time try to fit the

angular distribution by choosing a more consistent set of

N -particle optical potential parameters.

3.  Analysis of 0+ States in the Calcium and Nickel Isotopes

(B. F. Bayman and N. Hintz)

Reaction studies of (t,p) and (p, t) on the calcium

+
and nickel isotopes have revealed many 0 states. We have

tried to interpret these states in terms of a simple model

consisting of neutrons moving in the single-particle shell

1

1
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model states between 2 sl/2 and lg and interacting via a94  '

pairing force. The eigenvectors are calculated by exact

numerical  diagonalization,of the hamiltonian matrix

(pairing force plus. single-particle splitting). These

,eigenvectors are us6d to calculate the wave function of the

pair of neutrons transferred in a <p, t) or (t,p) reaction.

This wave function is fed into our two-nucleon transfer

code and the differential cross -section is calculated.

Most of the significant features of the strongly-populated

+
0  states, e.g. the variation of the transfer cross-section

from nucleus to nucleus, or within the levels of one nucleus,

are reproduced by this simple model.  However, this is not

true for the many weakly-populated states that are observed.

These evidently involve degrees of freedom more complicated

than those we have included.

We have also investigated the consequences of the assump-

tion that these nuclei are deformed, and can be described in

terms of particles moving in Nilsson orbits and interacting

via a pairing force. This model does not describe correctly

+                 4-
the systematics of the strong 0 to 0' transitions.

A keport of this work has been submitted to the 1967 Tokyo

conference on nuclear  phys ics.

1
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4.  Theory of Direct Two-Nucleon Transfer Reactions

· ..·, (B, :"F·. 'Bayman)

A computer code has been completed for the DWBA calcu-

lation of differential cross-sections for the (p, t) and

. (t,p)  reactions.    The  code  has been adapted to treat transfer

reactions in spherical or deformed nuclei. In the former

case, the·input to the code is the wave function of the

transferred pair of neutrons, expressed as a linear com-

bidation of products of, spherical shell-model states.    In

the  latter case, .the wave ·function of the transferred pair

.is expressed·as a linear combination of .products of· Nilsson

-states.  The,calculated angular· distributions do. not .depend.

sensitively. on,the. lnuclear structure details.,·.so · long as. the '   ' ' ·  

·'·.·   '::.1 '··transferred   neutrgns:come   from.for.,go.  into)/one. majOr·,shell.:·,·,·   .      :2.

These calculated angular distributions are in good agree-

ment with available experimental data, both for 40 MeV in-

cident protons and 12 MeV incident tritons. Nuclear struc-

ture details do have a strong effect on the absolute magni-

tudes of the (p, t) and (t,p) cross-sections.  For example,

2the theory predicts that a(2p ) I=0 pair is transferred .with
3/2

about 6'times the cross-section of a (lf2  )I=O pair.  Also
3/2
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the relative phase in a linear combination

a  '  (i ·1  )r= *t     6 ,(2 p *  )=-:
3/1.

,will affect the cross-section.

We are currently using  this  code to analyze  (p, t)   data

obtained in Minneapolis and (t, p) data obtained at Aldermaston.

435.  Shell Model Analysis of Even Parity States in Ca

(Stuart Pittel and B. F..Bayman)

A shell model study is being made on the even parity
43states in Ca These states are assumed to arise from a

four-particle, one-hole configuration. The four particles

are restricted. to the lf shell whereas the hole is permitted7/2
to occur anywhere in the S-d shell. The f -f two

7/2 7/2
particle matrix elements were obtained from the experimentally

42observed spectrum of Sc The remaining two body matrix

elements were obtained from calculations by T. S. Kuo, who

obtained an effective interaction from the Hamda-Johnston

potential. This interaction includes core polarization corrections.

Finally, the single-particle energies were taken from the spec-
39trum of Ca Using these matrix elements, a set of eigen-
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values and eigenvectors was found by diagonalizing the inter-

action matrix. This was done separately for the T=3/2 and

T=5/2 states. At present, energy levels have been found for

the 1/2 , 3/2 , 5/2  and 7/2  states.

Due to the inclusion of the d5/2 hole, the states that

were found were not completely correct. Since a particle in

the d shell can be lifted into 'thd· f shell by the
5/2 7/2

.-I

center 6f mass operator R, states that were formed involving

a d5/2 hole were partly
spurious. At present, an effort is

being made to.remove this center of mass effect from the

analysis.

At the same time, an analysis of the allowed Gamow-

43 43
Teller decay K - Ca_  is being made in terms of the

log ft = 5.6

shell model states constructed by the diagonalization. The

redults of this caldulation are still pending the removal of

the spurious behavior.

6.  The Effect of Shell-Model Continuum States on Nuclear

Bound States (R. Ibarra and B. F. Bayman)

 

We have studied the problem of two neutrons moving in

40
the presence of a Ca doubly-magic core. This core provides

a single-particle shell-model potential of Wood-Saxon shape.
..

4.                                                                                    I.                                                                                           /
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f

The two neutrons can move in the
lf7/2' 2P3/2' 2pl/2 and lf5/2

bound shell-model orbits appropriate to this potential, or

in the continuum shell-model orbits. The neutrons interact

via a surface-delta force, whose shell-model matrix elements

are separable.

This problem has been solved essentially exactly. The

bound-state eigenfunctions of the full hamiltonian were then

studied to determine form factors for stripping reactions into

these bound states. For example, the form factor for f7/2

stripping is a line.ar-·combination of the lf shell-model
7/2

bound state radial function and the radial functions for f7/2

shell-model continuum states. The presence of these continuum

states affects the shape of the form factor, causing it to vary

between different digenstates of the full hamiltonian. Until

now, stripping calculations have used only the lf shell-
7/1

model rhdial function as form factor. If the depth of the

shell-model potential is suitably chosen ("separation-energy

procedure"), this lf radial function can achieve approxi-7/2
mately the same shape as that of the exact form factor we

have calculated, but with a different absolute magnitude.  This

differdnce in absolute magnitude will have an important effect

on stripping calculations that use these form factors.

1

----lilI. .....-
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At present we are using our exact wave functions to

calculate the form factor for two-particle transfer reactions.

7.    Lee Model (M. Bolsterli)

An algebraic solution for the V-8 sector of the Lee

model has been worked out. The solution avoids the familiar

integral equation technique„usually required.

8. Four-Nucleon System (M. Chandler and M. Bolsterli)

3
A coupled channel approach to the p+t and n+H e

channels gives the interesting result that the 0 resonance

between the two similar thresholds need not be due to an

excited state of the alpha particle, but may also be due

to  an  "echo"  o f the bound state. Further work on this

question is in progress.

9.  Pion-Alpha Scattering (L. J. McDonald and M. Bolsterli)

A separable potential fit to pion-nucleon scattering

is being used to calculate an equivalent potential for pion-

alpha scattering. The equivalent potential is nonlocal

i and energy dependent.
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10. Study of H +H . H +He  and He +He Systems with the

Resonating-Group Methods· (D. R. Thompson and Y. C. Tang)

The He3+He3, H3+H3, and He3+H3 systems are examined

using the resonating-group method with an one-channel approxi-

mation. A two-body central potential of Gaussian form which

fits the low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering data'as well

as possible is used. The saturation character which..is not

contained in this potential is approximately taken into

acdount by fixing:the radii of the clusters according to ex-

perimental data. .The result shows that the·agreement between

the ·calculated and experimental differential cross sections

tis  good  fok  the·.  He-3+He3 system.,   but   is  only  fair  for .the

3He+H? system. ·The ·.calculated phase ·shifts are.'analyzed with  .

dn· one-level formula,.and ·a number,of P·and:F resonant levels.
66 6in the compound nuclei He , Li , and Be  are found.

11.  Cluster Structure of Excited Levels in He6 and Li6

(D. R. Thompson and Y. C. Tang)

66The light nuclei He  and Li  have received a great deal

of attention both theoretically and experimentally.  In parti-

cular, the states with excitation energies (Ex) less than 2

6
MeV in He and the states with excitation energies less than

6
6 MeV in Li are known to have predominantly a cluster structure
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,

of an alpha cluster plus a 2-nucleon cluster in either triplet

or singlet s-state.  On the other hand, the structure of the

6
levels at 3.4 and 6.0 MeV in He and the group of levels in

6
the range from 6 to 10 MeV in Li  are not yet known. In the

'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            6

intermediate-coupling model, a group of P levels in Li  were

predicted, but these levels have been shown to have excitation

energies greater than 11 MeV and hence, cannot be identified

as the levels found experimentally between 6 and 10 MeV.

With a phase-shift analysis of the differential scattering

cross section, Senhouse and Tombrello speculated that there

might be presence of 2-, 1-,' and 0 levels at 6.8, 7.8, and
6

9 MeV excitation in Li .  However, more extensive analysis

by  Mcintyre and ·Haeberli failed to support . this. latter assertion

·In' this investigation, we report the result· of a calculation

using the resonating-group method, which shows quite convincingly

6
that these levels in He at 3.4 and 5.0 MeV have predominantly

33    6
a H  plus H  cluster structure, while those in Li  with EX

33
between 6 and 10 MeV have predominantly a H  plus He  cluster

i structure.

12.  Nuclear Matter Distributions from an Optical Model

Related to Nucleon -Nucleon Forces (Y. C. Tang,-G. W.

Greenlees and G. J. Pyle)

The optical model has been reformulated on a physical

basis by deriving the real central and the real spin-orbit

---
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potentials from the nuclear matter distribution and components

of the nucleon-nucleon force.  The isospin-independent part

of the real central potential is obtained from the spin·and        /

isospin-independent part of the two-body force; the  L· T

part from the S · Tl two-body term; and the spin-orbit term

from the spin-orbit part of the two-body force. The treat-

ment is exact in first order and yields an eight-parameter

model to replace the usual ten-parameter optical model. Pro-

. ton elastic scattering data at 14.5, 30, and 40 MeV have been

analysed.and yield marginally better fits than the standard

optical-model fits despite the use of two less parameters.

Energy independent nuclear matter root-mean square radii are

obtained which are insensitive to the.quality of the fits

within wide limits. These matter rms radii are significantly.

larger than the proton rms radii deduced from k-mesonicl
, X-ray and electron-scattering studies, indicating neutron

·distributions to·be more extended than proton distributions.

Well defined values for the volume integral of the ·reaI central

: .  potential· are also obtained and it is shown that the present

proton scattering data is not suitable for a direct determina-

tion of'the coefficient of the T. T term of the optical model.
......

The geometrical and strength information obtained here is
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derived directly from the optimum fits without any additional

assumptions concerning the A and E dependence of the nuclear

geomtry. Information is also obtained concerning the spin-

isospin independent part of the nucleon-nucleon force. It

has a range corresponding to a mean square radius of 2.251

0.1 fm2 and a volume integral close to 400 Mev-fm3.  Both

values are in good agreement with those from other determina-

tions.

Assuming a Saxon-Woods form for the nuclear matter dis-

tributions, all the nuclei examined (from A=59 to 208) have

3nearly the same- central matter density (0.14 nucleons/fm ).
The corresponding central proton density is known to decrease

-/with A and is equal to approximately half of the central matter

density, determined here, for heavy nuclei.

The model is expected to be valid in the energy range 10-80

MeV. Below about 10 Mev, polarization effects could become im-

portant and above 80 MeV, hard-core effects may be noticeable.

13. Phenomenological A-Nucleon Potentials from S-Shell

Hypernuclei (Y. C. Tang)

By examining the binding-energy data of the 6-shell

hypernudlei and the A-proton scattering data with a number of

effective central A -nucleon potentials of various hard-core
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radii (0-0.6 fm) and intrinsic ranges (1.5-2.5 fm), a

A -proton potential has been found which yields a very good

fit to these experimental data. This potential has an in-

trinsic range of 2.1 fm, a hard-core radius of 0.6 fm, and

.an odd-parity state strength which is
equal to 60 4 of the

even-parity-state strength. Also, it has a rather small

degree of spin dependence  in the A -proton case,  with the

consequence that the predicted J=1 excited state in AH4
has .a small excitation energy of only about 0.1 MeV. The

A -proton effective range parameters have the following

values:  a. 11 = - 2.08 fm, r   = 3.40 fm,  66, ' = - 2.25 fm,
andrP= 3.29 fm. The case of A-neutron scattering has

0S

also been considered. Here, it is found that the total cross

sections differ appreciably from those of the corresponding

A -proton case only when the c.m. energy is less than about

4 MeV.

14. Upper and -Lower Bounds of the Eigenvalue of a Four- .-

Body System (Y. C. Tang)

The upper and lower bounds of the ground-state eigen-

value of a four-body system are determined. The two-body

nuclear potential employed in a simple Gaussian potential

which has been used by a number of authors in their calcula-

tions on a three-body system. With a four-parameter trial
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function, the two bounds are calculated to be -38.98+0.08

and -39.5210.19 MeV, respectively.  Using these values, it

is estimated that the eigenvalue of this particular four-

body system is -39.1+0.1 MeV.

15.      /} -/    Interaction  from     AA He6    (Y.   C.   Tang)

The recent discovery of a double hypernucleus, uniquely

identified as  AA He6, makes it possible to reliably determine

1
the strength.of  the  A-A   interaction in the

SQ
state.   In

this investigation, ·we make such a determination using a

A - A potential which has a hard core of radius 0.4 fm and

an intkihsic range of 1.5 fm. The result shows that the value

of the well-depth parameter   is only about 0.8, indicating  that
/

the  A - A   system  does  not  form a bound state  in  the  1.S   con-
figuration.

16. The Hypernucleus    7272 2--I- (I. Reichstein,   D. R. Thompson

and Y. C. Tang)

The hypernucleus h 71 I .I- i s investigated using various

strengths  for  the  QI and I-I- interactions. Preliminary

result shows. that, using our present knowledge obtained from

+
I + p  scattering, this particular hypernucleus  does have  a

bound state with a small binding energy.

1

i
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